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About This Game
With this long-expected sequel to the critically highly acclaimed and lavishly praised Deponia, the player enters round two.
Chaos on Deponia turns out to be even wackier than its predecessor and instantly puts the player under its spell.
After the events on Deponia, it seems that Rufus came to his senses. He's grown prudent, amicable, kind and caring, without any
intention to cause major mayhem just to further his own selfish ends. It seems he is far from chaining himself to flaming saw
blades, training torpedo-dolphins or foraging through platypus nests. Or is he?

Ultimately it's a flaming saw blade grounding Goal on Deponia again. By accident, her consciousness gets split into three parts
and stored to three different discs.
Now it's on Rufus once again to convince all three parts of Goal, utilizing his remarkable charming wits, to become one again,
venture to Elysium with her and save Deponia from certain doom while he's at it.

The second adventure on Deponia tells a unique, self-contained story playable without further knowledge of the first
installment. Fans of the first game discover new aspects of familiar characters' backgrounds and see open questions answered.

Key Features
Unique world honoring the tradition of Douglas Adams, Terry Pratchett and Matt Groening.
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Hand-drawn art design in full HD glory and high-quality cartoon animation drawn in comic style.
Bizarre characters and wacky humor meet challenging puzzles.
Elaborate soundtrack with many atmospheric tracks.
From the creators of the award-winning adventures 'Edna & Harvey: The Breakout' , 'Edna & Harvey: Harvey's New
Eyes' and 'The Whispered World'.
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Title: Chaos on Deponia
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2012
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows Vista/7
Processor:2.5 GHz (Single Core) or 2 GHz (Dual Core)
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 512 MB RAM (Shared Memory is not recommended)
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:5 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX compatible

English,German,Russian,Polish,French,Italian,Turkish,Bulgarian
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one of the most beautiful, thought-engaging visual novels i have ever read
as a forewarning, the story can be slow to some. for me, the world seabed has created for itself is so breathtaking, so magical,
that the slow pace of it all never bothered me.
absolutely lovely novel centered around the relationship between two women, give it a chance if you're interested in girls love or
mysteries. Voices in the game are just bad. Game is very short, can be done in under an hour. Very boring to play and the
ending is also terrible. Too short to get attached to the characters, but no matter how long the game was, storytelling is so bad no
character development would ever happen.. I wouldn't pay for this, came bundled with the game.. Everytime you die, you have
to leave the game and join it again. Annoying af. Not recommended.. Great game! Saw it in TB's video and immediately bought
it.. Nicely presented, and has some nice puzzles.
Gets moderately taxing, although I found the last 20 levels somewhat easier than the mid-game puzzles (I ended up finishing
some levels with what felt like spare wildcards)
Well worth the asking price!. None of the buttons work in the Login page of options. Can't edit profile or click support etc. The
tutorial page doesn't show video... Lots of stuff broken, which shouldn't be! Shame.. Good game ruined by lazy devs. Finally
trying to add friends, always says "Player cannot be found" what a complete load of crap this is...
These Devs need sorting out.... Should be illegal to sell a game in such a student alpha indie state.. Got Pilot Edition free as part
of a package. The Final Approach game is really fun, but the Pilot Edition made me really sick. I haven't played it since.. This is
super gay but I nutted anyways. 8\/10 would jerk again. A bit confused tho :\/
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Wow, Great Game for the Price! Very Fun Shooting Game with Full Touch Pad Movement!.The More you Play The Better it
Gets...Good Stuff!
PROS:
- Price! Note: Purchased while on sale, I'd Still Pay Full Price!
- Graphics are Crisp & Clear...
- Fast Action Gameplay! Very Fun!
- Not Hard.. but, Not Easy either, Just Right!
- Cool Environments...
CONS:
- Controls work well but, have a learning curve..."Touch Pad Movement is Very Touchy"
. Acceptable game for the price! Actually, it's fun!
This is not a pretentious game, the developersand designers give what they offer: a nice atmosphere, plenty of aliens to shoot at,
upgrades for weapons and for the classes of different soldiers you may use to achieve the missions' tasks, and...loads of shooting
action.
Graphics are and look ok and the game runs smoothly. Music is good but quite repetitive. Controls are simple to use. Although
your men shoot automatically in a more or less acceptable way, some extra aiming and a good distribution of your men's classes
are necessary to get the best offensive-defensive performance possible.
AH2 doesn't have, nor pretends having, a solid story line, not even a shallow one. Before each mission, you have a breifing
informing you what's going on, what your goals are and that's it. Equip or upgrade your attacking group as much as the collected
money allows you to, and go to kick some alien butt...or get your men dead trying.
As one of the people who sent a previous review said: this is not a game to spend long sessions of gaming, just play the game as
a time waster and having some fun at the same time. It's a good game to play before or after playing a heavier game, or when
you have nothing better to do.
I recommend the game for those who are fans of non-stop shooting action.
Another good thing about the game is that every level starts with certain achievements with an easy rate of difficulty, after you
complete the level, you may go to the next one or you may stay there in which case you will have to complete a set of different
achievements but this time with medium difficulty...then you may repeat, if you want, the level with harder difficulty and
harder tasks. This repeat-the- level issue is useful in order to get more money to upgrade your men.
I know this system has nothing you may call "a novelty factor" but at least you are not going to suffer the frustration of getting
stuck in a particular level having to repeat it forever.
Well, that's it :) !. Legendary game. It has terry. Literally bought this for "Life is Beautiful" After listening to just a tiny clip of
this song, I'll be whistling this all god damn day. I love it. Another favorite is "FBI special agent" But of course they're all great.
Listening to it now.. and my day has just started.. Under no condition should you buy this game in its current state. Almost
unplayable and one of the worst Early Access Titles we have seen to date. Avoid at all costs for now.
Terrible hit detection from both bullets and melee attacks. Weapons do not drop from the sky and are therefore unable to be
acquired by the player. The gun shoots a little red dot as its bullet and when you aim at an enemy you almost never hit it because
the bullets seem to be repelled by enemies.
Games like this should not be available until they have the basic gameplay elements in tact so they can at least be played without
causing immense bouts of rage quitting.. If you check out most of my reviews, they are just under 1000 words long. Usually, I
feel the need to write a long review talking about what I feel is important. This is not such a case.
In short, it's a lot like Big Rigs, but better.
This game is... dreadful, but also kind of fun. The main reason its fun is because of how lighthearted it is, and how colourful
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everything is, along with the pleasent, if repetitive music.
But it's also completely broken is almost every possible way. The environments are glitchy, the car controls kind of crappily, the
controls don't really work sometimes, and there isn't really much of a goal except to collect all the stuff in the level and go to the
next...
It really just that simple. Here's a level, collect the stuff, move on. That's it. No racing. No real need to do stunts at all. It's just...
here. Drive around and collect stuff.
Just to give an example of how broken this game is, I came across a bug after 4 mintues of playing where, if I jumped, and then
held the backwards key ("s" for me), I instantly started flying up into the air, and as long as I kept the key pressed, I kept going.
While this is actually kind of fun, and I would hate to see it removed, it does sort of highlight how broken this game is. Also,
every time I died, I couldn't access the first person viewpoint any more. No idea why, it just didn't let me. You can also drive
directly up vertical walls, and your car goes faster going backwards than it does forwards. Once again, this is actually kind of
awesome, and does have some fun in it, but I doubt they intended it to be like this.
It's a lot like Big Rigs in that sense. Terrible glitches, but ones that serve to be entertaining. Without them, the game would
ironically be a lot worse I feel.
At the same time, despite all of this, the game doesn't really lie about what it offers. You can do stunts, I guess, though there's
no reason too. And you drive a small car. It's sort of enjoyable, so what the hey. A thumbs up for now. Maybe I'll change my
mind later, but right now, it's 3:20am here in Australia, and I need to get some sleep.. Fun puzzle game. Not overly hard so far,
but there are stars you can try to get in each level that make it more of a challenge if you want. I'm surprised I never heard of
this and only got it becuase I saw it in a bundle. Bought the bundle mainly because this looked interesting and I'm very glad I
did.
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